How To “Moneyball” The SEO Role in Your Company
Baseball has long been called “America’s pastime.” And since the inception of Major
League Baseball in 1869, all the way through the 2012 MLB season that drew nearly
75 million spectators – giving MLB the highest season attendance of any professional
sports league in the world – the nostalgia-laced game has retained a firm grip on the
consciousness and imagination of American sports fans.
SEO, on the other hand, has only really even existed since sometime in the 1990s –
or roughly 120 years after professional baseball first sprung off the bat. And whereas
baseball is largely defined by runs, hits and errors, SEO counts content, site architecture and inbound links at the core of its being.
So on the surface, MLB and SEO have about as much in common as Dodgers fans
and Giants fans. Well, we might not want to go quite that far. But you catch our drift.
But upon further review, there’s more synergy between the MLB of 2013 and SEO as
it exists in 2013 than you might think. Especially when you take a closer look at the
increasingly applied and understood concept of “Moneyball.”
Allow us to explain…

Also BIG – Space.

Hope Springs Eternal.
Each and every Major League Baseball season, each and every one of the league’s
30 teams breaks spring training camp believing they have a shot to capture a pennant
and make a trip to the World Series.
Yes, even the Chicago Cubs – and their legion of long-suffering yet faithful fans –
entered the 2013 MLB season holding on to hope that “THIS is gonna be OUR year.”
Never mind that the “Cubbies” haven’t claimed a World Series title since 1908 – long,
long, long before SEO existed (unless “SEO” stood for, say, Sir Edmund O’Reilly).

A Whole New Ball Game.
As we already established, baseball has long been America’s pastime. But it’s only
in recent years that the economic and scouting systems employed by Major League
Baseball clubs have advanced further into the forefront of the average American’s
consciousness. The 2003 best-selling book “Moneyball,” along with the successful
2011 film adaptation starring Brad Pitt in the role of innovative Oakland Athletics’
general manager Billy Beane, is the main reason for this enhanced awareness.

The subtitle of that book, authored by award-winning sportswriter Michael Lewis, is
“The Art of Winning an Unfair Game.” As many now know, the economic playing field
of MLB is far from even these days, with the 2012 New York Yankees’ $197.96 million
payroll dwarfing the combined $55.24 million in salary of the San Diego Padres. The
Athletics (also known as the A’s) were the only other MLB team with a payroll under
$60 million in 2012, just barely edging out the Padres at $55.37 million.
That’s certainly not fair. But thanks largely to the smart and innovative application
of data and statistics (aka “Moneyball”), along with the courage of Beane’s
unconventional convictions, the A’s still found a way to win the American League West
pennant in 2012, roaring back from 13 games behind the Texas Rangers (and their
$120.51-million payroll) on June 30 and 5 games down with just 9 days remaining in
the season to claim the competitive and pricey division with a sterling 94-68 record.
They also bested the big-ticket and geographically ambitious Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim, whose $154.49-million payroll was the fourth-largest in all of baseball. The
Rangers and Angels finished 93-69 and 89-73, respectively.
Last season’s success – along with this season’s 12-4 start – was further validation
that the A’s way can work. And net real results.

“Recreate Them In The Aggregate”
One of the key scenes early in “Moneyball” comes when A’s management realizes
there is no way they can replace two of the key players they’ve lost with their extremely
limited operating budget. What they do realize they can do, however, is “recreate them
in the aggregate” using undervalued, driven, and talented young players.
The cool thing about the “Moneyball” approach adopted by the A’s in recent years –
and no doubt part of its enduring and ever-increasing appeal – is that it can work in a
variety of other industries too. And what is more American than a good, old-fashioned
Underdog Story, anyway? Even if it does apply modern, cutting-edge statistical
analysis, approach and technology?

Moneyball In SEO?
Of course, Moneyball can also be applied in a winning capacity to your business.
Including to the SEO role in your organization.
As we’ve said many times before at Fang Digital Marketing, SEO functions aren’t really
as unique as a lot of advertising and marketing “gurus” and “mavens” today would like
you to believe.
Instead, they’re really a collection of best practices that site owners and site marketers
should be doing – regardless of whether or not Google, search engines and SEO itself
even exist.
If you were to break down the different “job descriptions” of the SEO role in your
organization, or assign people to certain and specific “positions”, it would look
something like this:

“Now Batting…”
Technical/On-Site SEO - This is the realm of the Title and Meta Description tag,
the HTML layout and properly formatted URLs. This was the first area that SEOs took
over because it was the easiest to catch – either by simply looking at the HTML or
overall design of a site or using one a of myriad of tools to root out deeper issues on
larger sites.

However, the SEO role wouldn’t have been needed here if sites had originally been
designed with proper SEO best practices in mind. It sounds a bit harsh to say, “hey,
site designer, do your job right!”…and it really isn’t their fault because over the years,
we’ve given them a pass because we knew the in-house SEO would come by and fix
it later.
Over the last decade, many, many articles were written advising site designers and
marketers to work with the SEOs from the beginning of the site design (or redesign)
– all in the name of saving the organization money and time by having to code and
then code again once the SEO has had his or her way. By making the site designer an
in-house, on-site SEO expert from the start, you’ll save time and money and an entire
in-house role. Think of it as “recreating in the aggregate.”

Content/On-Site SEO - Content is often said to be the true heart of SEO.
Entire companies have been created in the name of “content development” or
“content marketing” – all in the name of improving your organic traffic by placing
SEO-friendly, keyword-rich content on your site. Entire sessions – heck, entire tracks –
at various conferences have been dedicated to the issue of content. And organizations
have spent millions outsourcing or hiring “content specialists” in the name of SEO.
Meanwhile, you probably have a public relations or in-house copywriter on staff who
may be targeted for a layoff because you don’t feel you’re getting enough value from
their role. You may have a graphic designer who is always “looking for more to do” –
when he or she could be designing the next great infographic.
If you look even closer, you’ll likely find that just about everyone in your organization
– from the CEO on down to the head of HR – could be blogging about your products
and services right now. The folks who are always socially documenting every aspect of
your company with pictures and video could get to work creating the next viral sensation. And have fun doing it.
Of course, like anything in life, there are “degrees” of content – or different skill and
power levels, if you will. For example, one of your in-house bloggers might be more
of a “power hitter” than most, capable of consistently creating content that knocks it
out of the park and wows everyone who’s watching. Like any good baseball manager,
you’ll want to at least strongly consider placing such a person “in the heart of the order”…possibly even “batting them cleanup.”

But no matter how you choose to field your team and set your lineup, you’ll want to
keep in mind that your company’s proverbial batting average, as well as its run
production, will be higher the more you consistently create compelling content that
is relevant to your readers and your industry. And remember also that the more you
create choppy, light-hitting content for content’s sake…the more losses you’ll pile up.
And the better your chances will be of fading to the middle or back of the pack. Or just
disappearing in the weird, wild jungle.

Link Building/Off-Site SEO - Link building can certainly be one of the slimier,
shadier parts of search engine optimization…kind of like pine tar and PEDs in baseball.
From the buying and selling of links like so much chattel, to the off-shore
organizations churning out poorly-worded link requests like artificial waves, to the
pay-for-play product reviews and advertorials, it’s no wonder that Google had to come
out with an algorithm update, Penguin, just to handle this highly important yet also
oft-abused aspect of SEO.
With Google now able to systemically attack this problem, many organizations are
left panicking, wondering how they could ever possibly replace this part of their SEO
strategy. Meanwhile, the head of Public Relations and her staff continue to try and get
a nice mention in some dead tree-based publication.

The best types of inbound links come naturally in the form of great press coverage,
reviews from legitimate blogs and social sharing by real customers. While this is
considered to be some of the hardest work in SEO, it’s really just part of the job for the
typical public relations master. While most PR managers have added web publications
to their mix of media contacts, most see them as second- or third-rate publications,
and don’t put the same effort into getting coverage there as they do with the larger,
old-school publications – which in many cases, never link back to the sites they’re
referring to in their coverage.
With new tools like SEOMoz’s Fresh Web Explorer, PR people, either in-house or part
of a PR agency, could find instances where two or more of a product or service’s
competitors were reviewed without any mention of your company…and then reach out
to remind the reviewer that you’re part of this space. Various other tools can be used
to find instances where a now out-of-business product or service was recommended
as part of what was supposed to be “evergreen” content that is now getting stale with
a lack of accuracy; the PR person could swoop in here and introduce your company
as a replacement.

Back To The Aggregate…
Remember, in all of the instances we’ve discussed above, we’re not really asking you
to develop all the fine folks in your organization into an All-Star level, MVP-candidate
SEO – but instead to use their existing talents to recreate the SEO role “in the
aggregate.” That’s how you can truly apply the Moneyball approach to the SEO aspect
of your company.

Is That A Fair Trade?
Of course, your next question might be, “Why would a digital ad agency that offers
SEO services be advising us not to hire them?” In fact, you might view our
recommendations here as akin to a mechanic telling you to learn how to repair your
own vehicle – and offering tips on how to save money at the local Napa Auto Parts. Or
those plucky Cubs freely and enthusiastically sending talented players and passionate
fans over to Chicago’s south side to help boost the White Sox’s chances at capturing a
pennant.
Well…it’s not quite like that, really.

A New-Era Organization.
For example, you may have noticed that Fang Digital Marketing doesn’t offer “content
creation” or “link building” as part of our services. Like everything we do here at Fang
Digital, there’s a reason for this. And a very good one.
The reason is because we feel these are functions that are better served by
organizations themselves, rather than by outside groups that usually don’t have the
goals of the organization in mind, but instead the old-school SEO metrics of “keyword
rank” as a way to prove their worth.
That being said, there are many SEO-related areas where a proven, professional
advertising agency can and should be strongly considered as a free-agent signing.
Especially if you are running a small or mid-sized business.

At Fang Digital, we’ve always prided ourselves on working with our clients to discover
and uncover SEO-related issues that may be holding an organization back from
organic traffic glory; helping them devise a company-wide SEO strategy; and
educating the existing staff on how they can make SEO a part of their primary, already
existing roles and functions. Basically, we would rather teach a company to fish, as the
old saying goes. And how to nail down and perfect all the fundamentals of the game.

Practice, Practice, Practice…
That often begins with a comprehensive SEO audit of on-page and potential off-page
issues, in which we review site content, analyze site architecture, assess inbound
linking strategies and more in order to determine areas of existing strength and
weakness. Think of it as a scouting report, in which your business’ existing SEO is the
ballplayer under review.
Once we’ve gotten a good feel for your organization’s current SEO landscape, we can
get to work developing that ballplayer into an even bigger, better, badder, harder-hitting, slicker- and cleaner-fielding, more efficient and exciting ballplayer – the kind who
wins not only batting titles, but endorsement deals. We’ll help you develop and
implement newer, stronger, smarter SEO strategies – so that your business can not
only compete, but win the pennant in your industry. Regardless of whether your budget
is more New York Yankees...or Oakland A’s.

Play Ball!
When you’re ready to get to work to build a better ballplayer with us, give us a call at
626.755.0995. Visit us at www.fangdigital.com. Or shoot us a Tweet at @FangDigital.
We look forward to teaming up with you soon. And celebrating a string of successful
and exciting wins.
In the meantime…play ball! And have fun doing it.
We’ve included a few other articles on just how this plan can look, feel and work in realtime action within your organization. For more detailed and personalized information,
just contact us to set up a time to discuss how we can help you make SEO an integral
and natural part of your company’s culture. You can reach us
via phone at 626.755.0995, online at www.fangdigital.com, via email at
info@fangdigital.com or on Twitter at @FangDigital.

Create Quality Content. And Get Quality Coverage.
Quality.
As a great tagline once proclaimed, Quality should be Job One. That applied to Ford
and its automobiles in the 1980s, and it applies equally to your brand and your SEO
content in 2013…and beyond.
You can start by creating content for the sake of content – and the human beings who
crave and consume it. And NOT doing so simply for SEO purposes.
Give people something they want to read. Something that answers a question about a
topic. Such as your product. Your services. Wider issues across your industry. Or even
bigger-picture topics that transcend your business, its offerings and its category.
Another way to fine-tune this kind of focus is to concentrate less on “getting links”…
and instead turn the clock and the page back to the more traditional methods and
practices of “getting coverage.”
Type “tips on getting coverage” into Google’s search engine (remember when that
was the only thing Google was known for?), and you’ll be hit with a barrage of tips,
techniques, recommendations, suggestions and even edicts from a wide array of
marketing mavens, PR professionals and other self-anointed experts.

Of course, like anything, there is no one-size-fits-all answer when it comes to this
topic. But one would do well to follow certain pieces of advice on this topic, including
(but certainly not limited to):

1. Read and research relentlessly: It’s been said that life is for learning. And as long
as you’re living, you can be learning. And doing the reading and research that leads to
learning. The more you broaden and polish the scope of your knowledge about not just
your business, but the industry and world it exists in, the more you’ll naturally gravitate
towards others who are curious and inquisitive. And the more quality content you will
produce…and they will read, share, guest publish, etc. It’s wise to use social media in
this capacity, particularly Twitter. You can learn more about how to use social media to
boost your business with our informative and FREE social media eBook.

2. Build relationships: Media types can be a fickle bunch at times, and many of them
have been conditioned to be somewhat skeptical, if not outright jaded. But just like
anyone else, they are human beings. And the stronger, realer and more solid your
relationship is with them…the better your chances of receiving media coverage.
Connecting in person over a cup of coffee never hurts matters, nor does sending out
solid, detailed and to-the-point story press releases and “pitches.” Again, social media
is a wonderful ally here, especially Twitter – which has become a flat-out necessity for
reporters and newshounds everywhere. You’ll also want to publish your press releases
on your website.

3. Write and publish eBooks and Whitepapers: You’ll want to keep your blog fresh
and flowing and chock-full of informative goodness, of course. But you can make even
more progress towards receiving solid media coverage if you also produce and publish
informative eBooks and Whitepapers. These are great to not only place on your blog
for digital distribution, but also to physically produce and provide as handouts following
speaking engagements and appearances at conferences and seminars.
These are just a few examples of the kind of thinking and execution that will ultimately
get you the coverage, links and exposure that are actually worth something – and will
lead directly to increased sales, revenue and new business growth.

Using Google Analytics To Create Content
As we discussed above – and as we’ve all heard expressed and stated and insisted
upon a million different ways, on a million different occasions – the key to successful
internet marketing and strong SEO is creating compelling content.
Of course, this knowledge is just a starting point. At the end of the day, actually
creating that content for your business or personal blog – and keeping it compelling
and fresh over time – involves a good bit of hard work. Just like many TV shows
infamously “jump the shark” after a few seasons, you’ll have to really stay on top of
things in order to keep your readers coming back for more and more. Yet alone staying
anywhere near top of mind with them.

No need to panic, however. When it comes to concepting and creating content, there
are a variety of methods and techniques you can employ.
One of the smartest things you can do is rely on Google Analytics to help you set the
tone.
Google Analytics is a fantastic tool, and combing through Google Analytics is a
fantastic way to develop content creation ideas.
A good way to start down this path is to take a close, careful look at the keywords
section, then create a listing of phrases people have used to find you in the search
engines. Put simply, there is a goldmine of valuable information from which to derive
content to be found here.
Take a close look at which page your readers landed on, as well as the “visit duration”
for each keyword and phrase. If the analytics show they remained on that page for a
while, you should consider creating even more content around that particular topic and
subject. Expanding even further on the keyword, topic and subject they seemed most
interested in can also be a good idea. The only way to truly understand more about
your readers is to write…then watch the numbers come in.

Just remember that the formula for success is quite simple:
Create more and more content around the keywords, topics and subjects that receive
the most page views.
In other words, give your readers what they want. If a topic that YOU thought was
compelling isn’t resulting in page views…swallow your pride and switch your focus.
Fast.
You’ll also want to strongly consider interlinking related articles to help educate your
readers, provide information they’re looking for and keep them on your site longer.
Think of it like stocking your shelves fully, if you were managing a brick-and-mortar
store. And providing a high-quality overall shopping experience that makes them want
to spend more time inside your world.
If Google Analytics shows you that visitors appeared to jump in and out of a
particular page, perhaps the information wasn’t exactly what they were looking for –
but the subject matter was.
You can determine this by looking at the “bounce rate” for specific pages as an
indicator whether or not people are really finding the answers to the questions they

have. Bounce rate is defined as the percentage of visits that go only one page before
exiting a site. If you’re getting traffic to a page for a given keyword, but the bounce rate
is very high (as in 70% or above), you may need to revise your content or create
entirely new content that directly answers those questions.
Think of your content as a salesperson answering questions about your product or
service. Something you said or did was effective enough to get customers into your
store via the search engines, but your salesperson wasn’t able to effectively answer
their questions and concerns, so they left in a hurry. If you see a page with a high
bounce rate associated with a specific keyword, then there’s a good chance you need
to hire a new salesperson – i.e. revise your content to better answer your customers’
questions.
When you’re browsing through keywords and pages visited, you’ll also want to look
for the subjects and keywords that people are NOT finding for you. Keep in mind the
topics that you WANT to show up for. If there are no results via Google Analytics that
suggest you’re receiving traffic for those topics, start creating valuable content related
to those topics. And do it as soon as you can.
Applying some of these tips and techniques via Google Analytics should help you keep
content ideas pouring in – while also keeping eyeballs pinned to your pages. In the
long run, it can also help your business discover which content strategies work best.
And which ones you should probably abandon.

How To Properly Use HTML Tags In Your Blog Post
Here at Fang Digital, we believe that SEO is comprised of three tiers:
Content, site architecture and inbound links.
And we also believe that if even one of these three major building blocks is missing,
your organic search results will suffer.
When it comes to that second tier, site architecture, you can educate your existing
site designers – as well as your in-house bloggers – on the components of SEO, as we
discussed previously.
And one hugely important SEO component of site architecture is properly using HTML
tags when writing a blog post.

But just what are these HTML tags? Put simply, HTML tags are pieces of HTML code
that are relevant to search engines – as well as readers. Below is a further breakdown,
along with some strategies for optimization.

Title Tags
Title tags are essentially the headline that sets up your post. Since you’re writing for
individual readers as well as search engines, it’s vital to ensure that your title tag is
both readable and compelling. For search engine purposes, you’ll want to make sure
to include the keywords that you’re targeting in this title – in the front, if possible. And
because search engine result pages (SERPs) are limited in length, you’ll want to keep
your title tag between 30 and 70 characters. That way, you make sure the entire title is
visible. You’ll also want to make sure that title tags – along with all the other tags we
discuss here – are unique. And remember that when it comes to title tags, there can
only be one per page.

Meta Description
The meta description is the short description of content that shows up below your
title on a search engine results page. Once again, remember that real people (readers,
competition and potential clients alike) use search engines, so you’ll want to make the
description accurate, relevant and readable. Although Google doesn’t use the meta

description for ranking factors, it does search for the description in organic listings,
which means your potential site visitors will, also. You’ll also want to limit the
description length to between 70 and 156 characters, so that the complete
description is visible in the search results. And remember to do your best to keep these
tags unique. Like title tags, there can only be one per page.

Meta Keyword Tags
Meta keyword tags may not have any effect on search engine rankings, but they are
an excellent way to track the terms you’re targeting in your optimization. Readers can
click on specific keywords to locate other posts on the same topic, so you’ll want to
make sure you feature content that’s focused on the terms you’re using. And again, do
your best to make these tags unique.

Headline Tags
Headline tags, also known as H1 tags, not only make your text show up larger in size
and boldfaced, but they also indicate importance to search engines. You’ll want to use
the H1 tag in headlines, instead of just bolding a title, for this reason.

Your use of tags (H1 and H2) shows search engines how your page is organized,
creating an outline of sorts for your page. Make sure to use them that way, rather than
using them indiscriminately. You’ll want to try to keep them under 70 characters too.
And make sure that your headline tag is different from your title tag.

Image ALT Tags
Image ALT tags allow you to describe an image in more detail. By not using the image
ALT tag, you’re missing out on servicing visitors to your site who have images turned
off, as well as all the SEO benefits of this tag. Like all the other types of tags, these
tags should always be unique, and appear on every image on a page. Try to keep
these tags to 100 characters or less.
In a nutshell, that’s the essence of HTML tags.
The following is a handy, quick-hit summary of the types of HTML tags involved in site
architecture:

Optimal Length

Best Practices

Title Tags

30-70 characters

Keywords in front, compelling to readers

Meta Description

70-156 characters

Accurate description of content

Meta Keyword Tags

n/a

Keywords should reflect content

Headline Tags

70 characters or less

Used to show organization of page;
signify importance

Image ALT Tags

100 characters or less

Describe an image

Of course, these are just a few of the various items that a good site designer needs to
keep in mind when taking on SEO within their organization. Drop us a line today to find
out how we can help you make SEO an integral and natural part of your company’s
culture. Again, you can reach us via phone at 626.755.0995, online at www.fangdigital.
com, via email at info@fangdigital.com or on Twitter at @FangDigital.

